Art & Perception is based on the Art & Perception Conference 2010 in Brussels. Our vision with this conference was to bring together artists and vision scientists from different backgrounds to exchange views and state-of-the-art knowledge on art perception and aesthetics. The complexity of the experience of art and of aesthetic phenomena, in general, calls for specific research approaches, for which interdisciplinarity seems to be key. Following this logic, the special issue Art & Perception contains contributions by artists and vision scientists with different methodological approaches. The contributions span a wide range of topics, but are all centred around two questions: How can one understand art perception and aesthetics from a psychological point of view, and how is this reflected in art itself?
... art is the complement of science.
John Dewey (1940) When we invited our colleagues to the Art & Perception Conference 2010, it was exactly the spirit of this complementarity that motivated our endeavour. Our own experiences in collaborative projects between scientists and artists (see Wagemans 2011) , as well as the recent boom in publications on art perception and aesthetics in the vision sciences, matched our general impression that the relation between art and science bears great potential and many sources of inspiration for both sides. At the same time, we were aware of the fact that a complementarity that appears so self-evident at first sight is not so self-evident in the actual scientific and artistic practice. At least for psychology, one can say that the relation between art and science is long but not less ambivalent. On the one hand, empirical aesthetics (as the empirical study of art is mostly named) dates back to the beginnings of psychology as an institutional science, to Gustav Theodor Fechner and his Vorschule der Ästhetik (1876). On the other hand, calling empirical aesthetics a traditional field in psychology does not describe the situation adequately, either. The 20th century has seen very prominent and influential scholars of aesthetics, including the Gestaltists and Rudolf Arnheim (1974) , Daniel E Berlyne with his New Experimental Aesthetics (Berlyne 1974 ), or Colin Martindale (1990 , to name but a few. Still, empirical aesthetics remained a relatively "exotic" field within psychology, being pursued by few intensively, but lacking a spread to a wider scientific community and a line of research that is carried further systematically. In contrast to more established fields like scene or face perception, the theoretical and methodological foundations of research on art perception and aesthetics thus still have to be laid. The challenges researchers face in this context are very special: Art is not a "standard" stimulus, and the experience that viewers have with real artworks in a museum are difficult, if ever possible, to reproduce in a lab. On the other hand, empirical research standards call for experimental control. For scientists this means that they constantly have to seek for a balance between control and realism in stimuli and setting, probably even more so than in other fields of research (see Wagemans 2011) . Another important issue is of a more theoretical nature: What is aesthetics, aesthetic experience, aesthetic impressions, and what is it that we are studying-beauty, pleasingness, etc? Definitions of aesthetics-related terms differ widely between authors, and terminology is far from systematic (Augustin et al 2012b; Faerber et al 2010; Marković 2012) . This makes it very difficult to compare the results of different studies and supposedly is one reason for another central problem in aesthetics: the relative lack of standardised measurement instruments. That said, should scientists keep their hands off art perception and aesthetics? But there is the other side: Humans are fascinated by art, they lose time and space when exploring artworks in a museum or listening to their favourite pieces of music, and they seek these experiences over and over again, even though they might not seem important at first sight from an evolutionary point of view. Moreover, aesthetic encounters of all kinds permeate our lives, from experiences of high art in museums and galleries to everyday encounters with fashion and other designed products. For scientists these factors (let alone their own passions for the arts) make aesthetic phenomena a highly interesting field of study-not to disenchant them, but to understand what processes lie underneath. The relative lack of theoretical and methodological knowledge in empirical aesthetics that was mentioned as a problem before (as compared to other, more traditional fields) also entails a lot of freedom for researchers and creates unique opportunities for innovative thinking and method development. It is probably this very special combination of fascination, challenge, and possibilities that has recently started to (re)attract researchers, leading to a relative boom of studies in art perception and aesthetics in the past few years . Therefore, chances of empirical aesthetics to receive more and systematic attention from scientists seem to be very good, and one can be very curious as to where this development is going.
We are convinced that a key to the successful study of art perception and aesthetics lies in interdisciplinarity and open-minded discussion of different perspectives: between artists and scientists, but also between scholars of different subject areas (psychology, art history), research approaches (theoretical, phenomenological, empirical), and methodological foci (psychophysical, neuroscientific, etc.). Following this idea, our vision with the Art & Perception Conference 2010 in Brussels was to bring together artists and vision scientists from different backgrounds to exchange state-of-the-art knowledge and discuss phenomena of art and aesthetics from different perspectives, including the crucial question what art and science can learn from another. Both the quality of the contributions and the enthusiasm of the participants turned out to be so impressive that we decided to make the spirit of the conference and its ideas available to a broader public. The result is the current special issue of i-Perception. It is derived from the Art & Perception Conference, containing articles by contributors of the conference, some of which are directly based on a talk or poster, some closely related.
The artists Ruth Loos (2012) and Wendy Morris (2011) write about their process of working and how that is influenced by their interaction with experimental psychology. Johan Wagemans (2011) and Paul Locher (2011) present their visions on psychoaesthetics as a science and what methods and approaches might be most fruitful for it. The special issue includes papers about which facets make up aesthetic experiences (Marković 2012) and how this might differ between different art forms (Augustin et al 2012a) , as well as theoretical approaches to pleasure, one with a focus on predictive coding (Van de Cruys and Wagemans 2011), the other with a focus on the dynamics of appreciation (Carbon 2011) . Nick Wade (2011) presents his philosophical view on artworks as icons. Baingio Pinna (2012) discusses the representation of shape, colour, shade, and lighting and their role in the perception of art from a phenomenological standpoint. A completely different methodological focus is taken by Tim Holmes and Johannes Zanker (2012): How can we measure preferences through eye-movements, and how can this technique be utilised? Among the topics with the widest range of articles related to them are the perception of space in paintings van Doorn et al 2011) and the perception of balance and orientation (Bertamini et al 2011; Gershoni and Hochstein 2011; Leyssen et al 2012; Mather 2012; McManus et al 2011) , loosely related also to the phenomena of transparency (Sayim and Cavanagh 2011) and occlusion (Gillam 2011) . Similarly, our authors approach visual illusions from different angles: illusions as characteristics of particular artworks (Daneyko et al 2011) , eye-movement behaviour related to illusions (Hermens and Zanker 2012) , and the aesthetics of visual illusions (Stevanov et al 2012) . The art form besides visual art that is most prominent in this issue is film. James Cutting and colleagues write about technical (and, in consequence, perceptual and aesthetic) changes in Hollywood film over the past decades (Cutting et al 2011) , and Tom Troscianko and colleagues (Troscianko et al 2012) examine the effects of such simple things as screen size on something as complex as immersion.
As the reader can see, the range of topics and methods covered by this special issue is wide, as is the range of art works being studied (from Renaissance art in Daneyko et al 2011 and Gillam 2011 to contemporary art in Wagemans 2011) . Nevertheless, all the articles share a common core: the question how we can understand art perception and aesthetics from a psychological point of view, and how, in turn, this is reflected in art itself. Like the Art & Perception Conference, we consider this special issue an invitation for everybody interested in art to look at it from different perspectives, and to seize some of the ideas presented here as stepping stones for new scientific and artistic work. Art will definitely always remain a challenging subject-for those who make it as well as for those who do research on it-but in both cases we can fortunately be sure that beauty lies not only on the surface but also within.
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